
Achieve PCI-DSS compliance using OWASP tools and Guidelines 
Trainer: Johanna Curiel 

Description 
OWASP has an incredible set of open source tools which can help organizations understand and achieve PCI-DSS 

compliance for Requirement 6: Develop and maintain secure systems and applications. The purpose of the 

workshop is to help understand and learn how to use these tools and guidelines for achieving PCI-DSS compliance. 

This workshop is a simulation of a real (close to real!) situation at a bank that must become compliant and how can 

you use OWASP tools and guidelines to scope and implement a secure software lifecycle for this case. 

Objectives of the course 
 Introduce students to PCI-DSS requirements, specifically to Requirement 6(version 3.0) 

 Orient participants on how to prepare and create a clear scope  

 Learn and understand which OWASP tools and guidelines can be used for this purpose 

 Learn how to apply the tools to an existing case 

 Learn how to use this experience for other PCI-DSS requirements 

Course Outline 

Quick Introduction to PCI-DSS (version 3.0) (+/-15 Minutes) 

Introduction to Requirement 6 and testing procedures (+/-15 minutes) 

Hands on: Acme Bank Case and PCI-DSS deadline 
Students will receive a complete 2 Virtual machine containing the Acme Bank situation, files and applications 

(OWASP Faux Bank, WebGoatPHP, WebGoat.NET, Ecommerce Broken Site, ZAP and OWASP guidelines) 

 A Network diagram with Web & Database servers hosting the Acme bank’s apps 

 Sample Log files of the bank applications 

 Wireshark log files  

 Files of Personnel, describing their roles and functions  

 ACCESS LEVEL & CRUD situation of databases  

 A summary of the actual Software Life cycle process at the Acme bank 

 Q&A Test reports 

 Actual Procedures & Policies of the Acme Bank 

 Video Interviews with 2 developers  

 Video Interview with 1 tester 

 Video Interview with IT manager 

Exercise 1: Preparation (+/-45 minutes) 
Install virtual Machine 

Orientation of the actual situation  

Define playing roles for students: Based on student’s experience, they will get a role such as ‘Developer’, Tester, IT 

manager and CISO. 

Students must take a look of the actual Bank documentation and materials: 



Goals: 

 Understand the actual situation at the bank 

 Create an Inventory of the applications 

 Create and Define a Card Holder Data environment 

 

Exercise 2(+/-30minutes): Create the PCI-DSS Scope 
Define a scope for Acme bank applications using the OWASP PCI toolkit 

With the inventory ready, students will use the PCI toolkit to help them create an analysis per each application 

from the inventory 

Goals: Understand how the requirements are linked to the Software Development Lifecycle process 
 

Exercise 3 (+/-20 minutes): Apply PCI-DSS Testing procedures to Acme bank’s situation 
In order to verify which requirements do comply or not, it is essential to understand how the testing procedures 

are carried on but also, the practical side of testing. In this exercise we will have students play the role of the 

bank’s personnel and a PCI-QSA auditor and how the Auditor will carry on the testing procedures 

Goals: Understand how the PCI-DSS testing procedures are carried on 

 

Exercise 4(+/-120 minutes): Create a Secure Software life cycle using ZAP, WebGoatPHP, 
WebGoat.Net, Code Review, ASVS and the Testing Guidelines 
Students will verify indeed that this bank is not using any Secure Software Development Lifecycle and in this part 

we will demonstrate an agile software secure cycle using ZAP cycle with OWASP Code Review, Developer and ASVS 

Guidelines. This part will be highly practical, students playing the role of developers, IT manager, and Testers 

conducting penetration testing the applications and fixing the bugs 

- 

Goals: Understand how to use OWASP tools and design a Secure Development Life Cycle with Them 

 

What Students must bring 
Students must come with their laptops running Virtual Box and able to support it without issues 

What Students will be provided with 
DVD/USB stick will be provided with all the documentation, Virtual Machine containing applications, Videos and 

Software for the training. 

 

Trainer 
Johanna Curiel is a Software developer  

 


